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Sumy Pharmaceuticals Private Limited: [ICRANP] LBB-/A4 assigned 

July 12, 2021  
 

 

Summary of rated instruments 
Instrument* Rated Amount (NPR Million) Rating Action 

Fund based; long term limits 182.7 [ICRANP] LBB- (Assigned) 

Fund based; short term limits 505.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Non-fund based; short term limits 200.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

 Total 887.7   

* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has assigned the long-term rating of [ICRANP] LBB- (pronounced ICRA NP L double B minus) to the NPR 182.7 million 

(including proposed limits) long-term loans of Sumy Pharmaceuticals Private Limited (Sumy or the company). ICRA Nepal has also 

assigned the short-term rating of [ICRANP] A4 (pronounced ICRA NP A four) to the fund-based short-term limits of NPR 505.00 million 

(including proposed limits) and non-fund based short-term limits of NPR 200 million (including proposed limits). 

 

Rationale 

The assigned ratings remain constrained by the small scale of operations, intense industry competition posed by large and established 

players as well as cheaper imports (amid low duty protection) and relatively low competitive strength of Sumy. Amid the competition, 

the company has not been able to operate at full capacity despite sizeable capex investment in its manufacturing facility. Relatively 

low competitive strength of the company is also reflected in its moderate sales revenue and operating profits and its stretched cash 

cycle stemming from high debtor days on a sustained basis, which coupled with low profitability has resulted in a high reliance on 

borrowed fund to finance the high working capital intensity of the business (NWC/OI1 ranging from 75% to 110% between FY2017 and 

FY2020). The debtor ageing profile also shows a significant proportion of debtor in >120 days category (~40% of total debtors for 

FY2019 and FY2020 end). Coupled with limited debtor security mechanisms, this also increases the risk of non-realisation from debtors. 

The company’s gearing levels also remains on the higher side given the debt-funded capex incurred in the past and its high dependence 

on debt to finance its working capital requirement. Sumy’s gearing (TD/TNW), debt to OPBDITA2 and TOL/TNW3 remained high and 

stood at 2.0 times, 6.0 times and ~3.0 times, respectively, as of mid-July 2020. Amid moderate operating profitability, Sumy’s ICR4 and 

DSCR5 for FY2020 remains muted at 2.0 times and 1.3 times. Although the company continues to remain within its drawing power for 

working capital utilisation (mainly due to the inclusion of long due debtors in the drawing power calculation); the company’s liquidity 

profile also remains weak and highly dependent on lender support. Rating concerns also arise from client concentration risk as Sumy’s 

top 10 customers drove ~45% of its FY2020 revenues. The company also remains dependent on imports for almost its entire major 

raw material requirements, which exposes it to a supply chain risk. The pharmaceutical sector also remains vulnerable to regulatory 

risk, which also remains a key rating sensitivity. 

 
The ratings, however, remain favourable because of the company’s adequate track record of operations (operating since 2004) and 

the experience of its promoters in the domestic business arena. The ratings also factor in the recent revenue growth of the company 

with a CAGR6 of ~36% in the last four years (ending FY2020, albeit on a small base) and relatively stable operating margins ranging 

between 14.5–16.5% in the last three years. Sumy has a therapeutic coverage across multiple product lines (mainly focussing on 

antibiotic and antifungal segments, which jointly accounted for 52% of its FY2020 sales), which remains a positive for its future revenue 

growth and sustainability. The ratings also take comfort from the company’s established supply chain with more than 400 distributors.  

 

 

 
1 Net working capital to operating income ratio 
2 Operating Profit before Depreciation, Interest, Tax and Amortization 
3 Total Outside Liabilites to Tangible Net Worth  
4 Interest coverage ratio 
5 Debt service coverage ratio 
6 Compound annual growth rate 
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Key rating drivers  

Credit strengths 
Adequate track record of operations and promoter support – Operating since 2004, Sumy is the first pharmaceutical unit for its 

promoters who were formerly involved in the distillery business. The group has adequate financial strength, which is reflected in the 

funding support through equity injection made in FY2018. Sumy mainly focusses on antibiotic and antifungal medicines, which 

accounted for >50% of its sales in the last two years. The company is currently shifting its focus towards antibiotics/eye drops where 

it is reporting faster debtor recovery and, hence, and a shorter cash cycle, thereby alleviating the liquidity pressure created by its slow-

moving products from other segments.  

 

Healthy revenue growth with stable operating margins – Sumy has reported healthy growth in revenue with a CAGR of ~36% in the 

last four last four financial years ending FY2020 (albeit on a low base) with a y-o-y growth of ~26% in FY2020 (~77% in FY2019). 

Moreover, in the last three years, the operating margin has remained adequate and stable between 14.5–16.5%. However, this is 

partly offset by the company’s small scale of operations. 

 

Established supply chain, distribution market – Sumy has an established supply chain and distribution network of over 400 

distributors. The traction developed by the company with its distributors and other stakeholders in the local market remains a positive 

for the incremental growth and its sustainability. In addition, the company has also been expanding its product range across different 

therapeutic segments over the years. Increasing diversity in the product range also remains a comfort.  

 

Credit challenges 
Fragmented market, low entry barriers and exposure to cheaper imports –The domestic pharmaceutical industry remains highly 

competitive and fragmented with over 50 active players. The industry is also expected to witness fresh capacity creation over the near 

to medium term, which is likely to intensify the competition, exert pricing pressure and moderate the industry margins. At the same 

time, low import barriers on pharmaceutical products also expose the domestic players to competition from cheaper imports. All these 

factors remain challenges to the scalability and profitability of the domestic players. While some of the domestic players are better 

placed because of their long-track record and traction in the market, brand visibility and speciality in niche market (such as chronic 

diseases segment), Sumy’s growth, profitability and financial indicators remains subdued by the competitive pressure. 

 

High debtor days and working capital intensity creates liquidity pressure – Relatively weak competitive positioning of Sumy is also 

evident on its high working capital cycle with very high debtor days on a sustained basis. Sumy’s high working capital intensity has 

remained high on a sustained basis with NWC/OI7 ranging from 75–110% between FY2017 and FY2020. The debtor days as of FY2020 

end was ~344 days increasing from high debtor days of 282 in FY2019 end. Over 40% of debtors as of FY2019 and FY2020 end comprises 

dues over 120 days, which raises non-realisation risk, given the limited debtor security mechanisms. All these coupled with Covid-19 

related disruptions in demand and supply chain, could exacerbate the liquidity risk and result in the company’s inability to meet its 

obligations, including bank debt repayments.   

 

Moderate debt coverage indicators coupled with stretched liquidity arising from high working capital intensity– Sumy’s debt 

coverage indicators remain moderate with a gearing of 2.0 times, total debt to OPBDITA of 6.0 times and TOL/TNW of ~3.0 times as 

of mid-July 2020. Moreover, ICR and DSCR for FY2020 remains muted at 2.0 times and 1.3 times, respectively, showing a bare minimum 

profit generation by the business for its debt and related obligations repayment.   

 

Concentration risk –During FY2020, Sumy’s top 10 clients contributed ~45% of its total revenues (70% in FY2019) showing high 

customer concentration risk. The risk remains underlined since the debtor recovery period of the company remains significantly high 

and could create a significant cash flow issues in case of further delay or default by (any) major client/s.    

 

Exposure towards raw material supply chain and regulatory risks –Sumy is completely dependent on imports of all its raw materials 

like active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), excipients, packing materials, etc, which exposes the company to supply chain disruption 

risk. The sector also remains vulnerable to regulatory risks. Therefore, issues like price ceiling on certain products could affect the 

company’s revenue and profitability. 

 

  

 
7 Net working capital to operating income ratio 
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Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria:    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company 
Operating since 2004, Sumy Pharmaceuticals Private Limited (Sumy) is one of the major players in the business of pharmaceutical 

molecule formulations and therapeutic drugs production. It produces a wide range of general and specialised medications in segments 

like antibiotics, antibacterial, antiallergic, eye/ear drops, among others. Sumy currently produces over 50 products across multiple 

categories.   

Sumy’s entire stake is owned by Ms. Sumitra Shrestha who is also the executive director of the company. 

Key financial indicators  
 Audited 

 FY2018 FY2019 FY2021 

Operating Income-OI (NPR Million) 201.8 356.3 450.3 

OPBDITA/OI (%)   16.5% 14.9% 14.6% 

Total Debt/Tangible Net Worth-TNW (times)  1.5 1.6 2.1 

Total Outside Liabilities/ TNW (times) 1.9 2.2 2.8 

Total Debt/OPBDITA (times)  7.2 5.2 5.9 

Interest Coverage (times)  1.8 1.7 1.9 

Current Ratio 2.3 1.4 1.3 

WC Intensity (NWC/OI) 111% 77% 89% 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument Details  

Instrument  
Rated Limits (NPR 

millions) 
Rating Action 

Fund-based, Long-term (Term loan) 162.0 [ICRANP] LBB- (Assigned) 

Fund-based, Long-term (Hire Purchase loan)-Proposed 20.7 [ICRANP] LBB- (Assigned) 

Fund-based, Short-term (Overdraft) 70.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Fund-based, Short-term (Demand/TR/ short term loan) 240.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Fund-based, Short-term (Demand/TR/ short term loan)-proposed 195.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Non-fund based, Short-term (Letter of Credit/Bank Guarantee) 150.0 [ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Non-fund based, Short-term (Letter of Credit/Bank Guarantee)-

proposed 
50.0 

[ICRANP] A4 (Assigned) 

Total 887.7   
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About ICRA Nepal Limited:  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first Credit Rating Agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment Information and Credit Rating Agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited, 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone:+977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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